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The

Game

Integer Operations
This highly interactive card game increases engagement and deepens understanding by helping students
make connections between verbal, symbolic, numerical, and pictorial representations of important math
concepts. This card deck address standards 7.NS.1c-d.
Objective: Students will be able to translate between the verbal, algebraic, numerical, and pictorial
representations of integer operations. Students will use integer “stories” to help them remember the rules
for operating with integers.
Story for Adding Integers–Star Battle
 Red circles are from the planet negatron
 Green circles are from the planet positron
 Circles from the same planet: Get together
 Circles from different planets: Fight
 When planets fight, the planet with the most circles wins
Story for Subtracting Integers – SMATO
 Whenever you see the subtraction sign, change the subtraction sign to addition, and the sign of the
number that follows to its opposite. SMATO stands for Subtraction Means Adding The Opposite.
After you SMATO in another color, follow the story for adding integers.
Story for Multiplying and Dividing Integers – Good versus Evil
 Getting together is good. Therefore, same signs give a positive product or quotient.
 Fighting is evil. Therefore, different signs give a negative product or quotient.
MATCHING CARDS ACTIVITY

1. Remove the 2 wild cards, and sort all cards into
four stacks: Verbal (words), Algebraic (equation),
Numerical (answer), and Graphical (picture).
2. Beginning with a card from any stack, find the
other cards that match to form a book.
3. Once a book is completed (four matching VANG
cards) set it aside.
4. Select another card, and find the other cards that
match that one also.
5. Continue this process until all 48 cards have been
matched.
6. There should be a total of 12 books and 2 wild cards.
Once students have successfully completed the
Matching Cards Activity, they are now ready to play the
VANG card game. The card game may be played by 2
– 5 players with one deck of cards.

VANG CARD GAME

1. Shuffle the cards and deal each person 5 cards.
2. Place the remaining cards in the middle to be the “kitty.”
3. Choose the tallest person to go first. That person must play
an Algebraic Card (card with an equation on it). If that person
does not have an Algebraic Card to play, he must end his turn
by pulling a card from the kitty.
4. The person on the right plays next. He must play a card that
matches the Algebraic Card(s) already played, or begin a
new stack with another Algebraic card. If a player is unable
to play a card, his turns by pulling a card from the kitty.
Even if a player is able to play a card, he must still end his
turn by pulling a card from the kitty. Only one card can be
played each turn.
5. Play continues with the next person on the right.
6. The person who plays the 4th card on a stack wins that book.
7. Play continues until all cards have been played.
8. A Wild Card may be played as the 4th card on any stack.
9. The winner is the player with the most book.
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